The relevance of the problem under study is attributed to the need to enhance reliability of the complex engineering systems used in forestry, agriculture, transport, machine engineering, etc. The purpose of the article is to build a mathematical model that would generalize reliability theory fundamentals from a perspective of the theory of dynamic systems based on the symmetry group concept determined by the probability function -dependence of no-failure (failure) probability on external time for system elements. The new approach to study this problem implies building of a multiplicative group under multiplication between no-failure (failure) probability rates as a number of units of the probability measure per unit of external (physical) time and the rate of functional (internal) time as the amount of external (physical) time per unit of the probability measure. The range of probability measures is [0, 1]; it is counted by the unit of measure defined by a set of elementary events. Based on the combination of functional times determined for each element of the system, the system becomes a single deeply integrated structure bound with external and internal time. Traditional reliability criteria of dynamic systems in the "space -time" functional space are dually related to their analogues in "functional time -probability". Information credibility of the system dynamic state is enhanced by introducing additional confidence intervals of no-failure (failure) probability in conjugated times and their analysis. This study is intended for engineers, graduates, and students of technical universities.
INTRODUCTION
The relevance of the study presented is attributed to the need to enhance the reliability of the complex engineering systems used in industry, transport, process complexes, etc.
Complex engineering systems combine dozens and hundreds of thousand elements; they operate thousands of hours, which is why they are subject to the strictest reliability requirements. Engineering system processes are inherently complex random processes.
The system-wide approach requires implementation of the principles that would consider functional relations between interfacing elements of the system in line with its objective. One of the main operational efficiency indicators of complex engineering systems throughout their period of service is their reliability.
Reliability is the ability of engineering and information systems to maintain in time and within prescribed limits values of all the state variables that ensure their operation.
Reliability is a complex attribute ensured and maintained at all lifecycle stages, which is why a family of criteria is used to assess it rather than a single criterion. Important reliability components are failure-free operation and durability.
The failure-free operation is understood to mean the system ability to remain functional over a certain period of time; durability defines the ability to remain functional until the limit operation state occurs.
Failure is asymmetrical to the failure-free operation of a facility; it is an occurrence, upon which the facility acquires unacceptable states.
Failure is one of the fundamental concepts of the reliability theory. It has the following types: operational failure (element breakdown) and false information (reading errors).
In the course of operation of complex engineering systems, their elements age and the number of their failures grows, which causes a notable increase in material, time, financial and other expenditures. This is why it is so important to maintain ageing systems based on reliability theory criteria analysis. Technical diagnosis is an integral part of maintaining reliability under operation. Technical diagnosis efficiency is rated by reliability complex factor; availability factor КГ.
Lim Г(t) = KГ = MТ/(МТ + МТВ)
where: Г(t) is availability function; МТ is a mathematical expectation of total failure-free time over a certain operational period;
МТВ is a mathematical expectation of total recovery time.
An important concept of the reliability theory is the concept of a system and its elements. An element is an object that has a number of attributes and the internal structure of which is of no importance (elementary).
A system is an aggregate of interrelated elements that has an attribute different from those of its individual elements.
The reliability theory addresses dynamic systems, i.e. their change in time (external).
This representation of an engineering (information) system in the reliability theory is insufficient and its needs to be generalized from a perspective of the dynamic system theory in order to build more credible information criteria of a failure (failure-free) of complex engineering (information) systems.
The purpose of the study is to develop the scientific and mathematical framework to improve complex technical structures and established mathematical models to predict their dynamic status based on the system theory.
The system-wide approach requires implementation of its group principles that would consider functional relations between interfacing elements of the system in time in line with its objective.
The system base analytical representation is an element coherence symmetry group defined by the objective (Fried, 1972; Faure et al, 1964; Van der Waerden, 1979; Bazarov et al, 2016 ) that enables internal interconnectivity and coherence of elements in their deep integration in conjugated times: external (physical) and internal (functional). The former forms dynamic status of elements and the latter -their functional coherence.
This means that dynamics of system elements and of the system itself in external time is conjugated with functional dynamics in internal functional time. This is why the modern reliability theory built in external time must be supplemented with the symmetry group-based conjugated objective in external and internal time.
This means that to enhance the credibility of reliability theory criteria, duality representations must be built in conjugated times of operation of interrelated system elements.
Elaboration of efficient reliability methods largely depends on the level of knowledge of study objects, availability of mathematical descriptions of their dynamic statuses and the level of object suitability for diagnosis.
Object descriptions in terms of differential equations are used to develop mathematical models. It should be noted that their efficiency declines with an increase in the order of the system of equations that describes the dynamical status of objects.
In terms of the reliability theory, an engineering system functional model gets quite complicated as a general rule. However, despite their complexity, to enhance the credibility of the system status, systems should be considered not only in physical time (dynamics) of process behavior but also in functional time (functional dynamics) of coherence of system elements defined by its objective.
Reliability is studied in (Barlow and Proschan, 1969; Raykin, 1978; Gurov and Polovko, 2005; Polovko and Gurov, 2006) . In these papers, simple and complex reliability indices are the random values evaluated based on representations of the classical theory of chances with known axiomatics (Borovkov, 1972; Rozanov, 1988; Maksimov, 2001; Borel, 1969; Gnedenko, 1968) . Probability р (A) of event A meets the following conditions: * 0 ≤ р(A) ≤ 1; * certain event: р(A) = 1; * impossible event: р(A) = 0; * mutually exclusive events (composition of probabilities):
* combined independent events (composition of probabilities):
* event negation in reference to a certain event (failure of event A, contrary event A*, difference)
In terms of the group theory, algebra of the theory of chances is an additive semi-group with zero as a group unit of a set [0.1] (probability measure).
The theory of chances in the reliability theory must be built as an additive group under addition of real numbers of a set.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reliability analysis of engineering systems and their elements is based on the results of operation or tests using analytical, simulation and statistical modelling methods.
The theory of random processes (Markovian, semi-Markovian, multidimensional Markovian) is the basis of analytical methods of solution of reliability tasks: failure-free time, monitoring, diagnosis, latent failures, etc. (Gurov and Polovko, 2005) .
Homogenous Markovian processes describe system evolution independent of the previous history, which is why they feature an exponential regularity. In these conditions, failure flows have the property of ordinariness.
Random processes in engineering systems may run beyond Markovian behavior, which results in refusal to represent failure exponentiality. This brings about considerable difficulties in drafting integro-differential equations and solving them. Analytical description of the engineering systems that have arbitrary distribution laws (normal, Erlangian, etc.) in some elements and exponential in others is based on the theory of semi-Markovian processes. n case of a set of states of engineering systems and arbitrariness of distribution laws, functioning analysis is viewed by the theory of multidimensional Markovian processes but their engineering representation requires much computing time and memory.
Practical engineering design uses the following methods: logical-and-probabilistic, graphical, heuristic, decomposition, computer, etc.
Logical-and-probabilistic methods are based on the theory of chances to analyze reliability engineering systems.
Graphical models of engineering systems help consider various influences; their drawback is the need to enter considerable evidence in case of numerous system states.
Decomposition method is based on mathematical evaluation of lower and upper reliability limit values; its complexity is due to accuracy.
Computer method is used when analytical task solution is difficult or impossible. With high objective factorization, statistical and simulation modelling methods do not determine reliability sufficiently.
Notwithstanding quite a big number of mathematical methods built, further development of analytics of the reliability theory of engineering systems becomes necessary, in the first instance, in group terms of system representation. These terms yield the principle of duality of external (physical) and internal (functional) time of the system justified by a symmetry group in line with the objective.
This means that modern reliability criteria of complex engineering systems formulated in external time must be supplemented with their representation in internal (functional) time of coherence of system elements.
Superimposition of reliability criteria in system dual times will enable more credible forecast of statistical determinism of complex engineering systems.
RESULTS
In order to build the theory of chances as an additive group under addition of real numbers of a set, let us introduce the concept of probability confidence interval.
Probability confidence interval of an event in reference to its negation probability is as follows (Bazarov and Martynov, 1990) .
Probability value equality (p = q = ½) matches zero value of confidence interval: the event, with which the probability of event A equals probability of event A* (negation of A), is dual (superimposition "yes" and "no", event and its negation, state of uncertainty). Probability confidence interval of event in reference to a dual one is as follows 
Probability of combination of independent events is estimated as
Let us write down the negation of combination of independent events in reference to a certain event
probability of at least one of independent events
failure probability of independent events
inequality is evident
To perform the equality, let us introduce dimensionality algebra 2 (Kantor and Solodovnikov, 1973) Aе1 + b е2,
with the symbol multiplication table
A, b are real numbers.
In this algebra, multiplication is performed as follows:
because here: 
and
It should be noted that in conjugated algebra,
the following representation corresponds to Newton binomial
Presently, most practical evaluations of system reliability are based on the exponential law of distribution of time between failures: radioelectronics, medicine, psychology, mass service, etc.
Based on the theory of chances, reliability criteria for unrestorable systems are defined as follows (Polovko and Gurov, 2006) : -probability of no-failure over time t
р(t) = exp[-∫λ(t)dt],
failure probability over time t
q (t) = 1 -exp[-∫λ(t)dt],
-failure rate
λ (t) = f(t) / p(t),
density of distribution of time to failure
f(t) = -dp(t) /dt = d q(t) /dt,
let us write down the corresponding confidence intervals
r(t) = p(t) -q(t), s(t) = q(t) -p(t)

Figure 1 gives the schematic representation of charts p(t), q(t).
Confidence intervals are zero at the intersection of curves, which matches the probability of 0.5 (event probability equals the probability of its negation, uncertain state); this point represents a probability quantum. Figure 2 gives the schematic representation of confidence intervals r(t), s(t).
Probability quantum helps elaborate a system technical state control strategy using the formula
which corresponds to probabilities р = ½, ¾, 1.
Quantization of the probability variation change helps calculate quantile characteristics, which allows to define the system operation, diagnosis and service start time.
Density of distribution of time to failure in the reliability theory
may be considered as the rate of failure probability: number of units of probability measure per unit of time (external, physical), unit of time is constant for systems and the number of units of probability measure is variable (functional), which is why the rate of failure probability bears functional load in systems.
Figure 1. Charts p(t), q(t): [1 -p(t), 2 -q(t))] Figure 2. Charts r(t), s(t) : [1 -r(t), 2 -s(t)]
Multiplicatively dual rate for multiplication operator
defines time per unit of the probability measure attributed to an element of a set of elementary events: unit of the probability measure in the system is constant and the variable time attributed to it becomes functional. The rates presented make up a multiplicative group under multiplication in line with the system objective of a set of real numbers.
j (t) f (t) = 1,
From which follows conjugacy and coherence of external (physical) and internal (functional) time.
This means that in the reliability theory, reliability criteria built in external (physical) time must be supplemented with criteria in conjugated functional (internal) time of coherence of system elements.
In its turn, conjugated rate:
corresponds to the rate of no-failure probability
these conjugated rates make up a multiplicative group under multiplication of a set of real numbers
and conjugation of times: physical and functional is also observed here.
The chart (illustrative) of analytical time conjugacy for failure probability is shown in figure 3 .
Product of failure probability by time (Bazarov, 2017) 
is a potential in the "failure probability -time" space; the following total differential corresponds to it
Figure 3. Charts q(t)
In figure 3 , elementary potential of the element of failure probability in time equals
elementary potential of elementary time in failure probability equals det = q dt.
Let us write down
thus, in the potential "failure probability -time" system, failure probability q and time t as external system parameters are associated with conjugated functional (internal) failure probability t dq/dt and time q dt/dq, the product of which is a potential that equals as follows for external parameters:
It should be noted that the potential presented is a superimposition of Riemann (Ilyin and Poznyak, 1967; Ilyin et al, 1986) and Stieltjes integrals (Rudin, 1976; Shilov, 1961 )
Riemann integral (∫qdt) shows external dynamics of a structure (parameter change in time), while Stieltjes integral (∫t dq) discloses associated conjugated internal dynamics (time change within parameter). The same constructs may be built for nofailure probability The structural diagram of a one-component system from interlinked subsystems is shown in figure 4 . 
(t dр/dt) (р dt/dр) = t р = e*, е* = рt = ∫р dt + ∫t dр = ∫р dt + ∫t (dр/dt) dt = ∫ (р + t dр/dt) dt, q = 1 -t -1 ∫ (p + t dp/dt) dt. (42)
-probability over time t
-density of distribution of time to failure
let us also write down confidence intervals
Rc (t) = Pc (t) -Qc(t), Sc (t) = Qc (t) -Pc (t)
These reliability criteria elaborated for the system in external (physical) time need conjugated reliability criteria in internal (functional) time built to match them. For the system shown in figure 4 , the total functional time per i units of the probability measure of system failure probability equals
and functional time per unit of the probability measure of system failure probability, 2, 3,…, n, (47) thus, in line with group rate coherence, the rate of failure probability for system elements equals
and failure probability of the system element
thus, failure probability of the system in functional time equals
The same constructs follow for no-failure probability. The total functional time per i units of probability measure of system nofailure probability equals
and functional time per unit of the probability measure of system no-failure probability 2, 3,…, n (52) thus, in line with group rate coherence, the rate of no-failure probability for a system elements equals
and no-failure probability
thus, no-failure probability for the system in functional time
Confidence intervals of no-failure probability and failure in functional time of the system equal, correspondingly
Rc (t) = Pc(t) -Qc(t), Sc (t) = Qc(t) -Pc(t).
(56) Table 2 provides an illustration of probabilistic coherence of a two-element system in conjugated times. In the conditions when no-failure probability in all system elements is the same, system no-failure probabilities in functional and external times coincide.
DISCUSSION
In the modern reliability theory, an element state is represented with two-dimensional space: probability -time (state variabletime). Multifactor nature of the objective results in multidimensional space of the system status. Time-space state of elements in the system determines its dynamic structure. System objective determines its state variables. Parameter change in time is characterized by rate (acceleration) as parameter change per unit of external (physical) time. System processes do not affect the march of external time.
From a perspective of the system theory, the rate of change of a state variable (probability) of a system element is a semi-group of a multiplicative group under multiplication on a set of real numbers.
In terms of representing a multiplicative group under multiplication of the parameter change rate in external time, groups as semi-groups are conjugated and associated with the semi-group of rates of time change per functional parameter unit that complements to make up a group. The last semi-group of the group establishes functional time of system element coherence, which is the variable in the general case and is determined by the functional state of the system.
This study has performed an analytical operation of mapping dynamic criteria of the reliability theory built in external time to their representation in functional time of the system from a perspective of the system theory.
CONCLUSIONS
When elaborating the fundamentals of the reliability theory of dynamic systems, it is important to develop our concept of time and summarize the theory of chances by introducing confidence intervals of no-failure (failure) probability into prognostic analysis based on the symmetry group concept.
It follows from functional dependence of probability (failure, no-failure) on external time (space: probability -external time) that the probability rate (no-failure, failure) as a number of units of the probability measure (functional) per unit of external time is conjugated and associated with multiplicative group under multiplication with the time rate as a number of time units (functional) per unit of the probability measure.
Dual times: external and functional combine system elements into a single deeply integrated solid dynamic structure.
This means that system reliability criteria based on modern fundamentals of the theory built in external (physical) time must be supplemented with conjugated reliability criteria in internal (functional) time of systems. Their superimposition will unveil more information-rich probabilistic content of dynamic state images.
This study is intended for engineers, graduates and students of technical universities.
